1) What is the name of the man this movie focuses on? (The first person who is talking and the man who's letters are stored at Harvard University today)

2) What makes the 54th Massachusetts regiment different from other Union regiments?

3) What 3 things will happen to the regiment if they are captured in Confederate Territory?
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 

4) Why does Colonel Shaw think he should be so hard on the men?

5) What do the soldiers of the 54th learn in camp?

6) How does the pay differ for black and white soldiers in the Union army?
7) What is the 54th's first assignment?

8) What bad things happen on their first assignment?

9) How is Shaw able to convince his superiors to give the 54th their first combat assignment?

10) What is the last assignment for the 54th regiment on this movie? (name of fort)

11) Do they take the fort?